Weigh-In: Weigh-In will take place for every session/group of lifters separately (different
times). Weigh-In will begin 2 hours prior to the start of a session/group and will last for one
hour so that all athletes have one hour to prepare for the start of their session/group (ie:
8:00 am weigh-in start and 9:00am finish with a 10:00am competition start time).
Athletes must provide starting attempts for both the Snatch + the Clean & Jerk at time of
weigh-in.
Introduction of Athletes: Introduction of athletes will take place 15 minutes prior to the
start of the competition. Please make sure that all athletes are in the warm-up room at least
20 minutes before the start of their competition so that an Official can line everyone up in
order of introduction.
Flow of Competition:

Each athlete receives three attempts in each lift with the overall champion being
crowned, by adding the best lift from each to reach a combined result (Total). First the
Snatch is contested and once all attempts are completed, there is a 5 minute break so the
athletes can prepare for the Clean & Jerk.
The barbell is loaded progressively and attempts are taken by the lifters in the order of
progression of the weight and the order of lifting. A Lot Number is assigned prior to the
Official Weigh-In, which determines the Weigh-In and Lifting order. The athletes are
called upon individually by a speaker (Announcer) to perform the attempts and they
have one minute (two minutes if following themselves) to start the lift. The barbell must
pass the knees before time runs out. If the time runs out and the barbell has not passed
the knees, then this is judged as “No Lift”. Three Referees judge each lift and give a
decision, white for “Good Lift” and red for “No Lift”.
In both the Snatch and the Clean & Jerk, once the weight is lifted the athlete must wait
until the referee gives the down signal to lower the weight. At least two out of three
Referees must judge it as a “Good Lift” to have the lift count. Electronic Referee Light
Systems are used for judging and two out of the three Referees decisions must be the
same for the athlete to receive the audible “Down Signal”. Second and third attempts can
be increased by any amount with the minimum being 1kg.
When a lifter fails to complete one good lift in either the Snatch or the Clean & Jerk, this
is considered a “Bomb Out” and the lifter receives a zero result in Total. In the case of
identical results, the athlete with the lighter bodyweight will receive the higher ranking.
If by chance the bodyweight and the result are the same, the athlete who performs the
result first, receives the higher ranking.
If any Crossfit team is not comfortable in regards to how a competition is run
then BCWA will try to provide an experienced coach/athlete to assist in the
coaching of their athletes. Please let us know if assistance is required ahead of
time.

